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Advisory about the most suitable demand source at the moment of the
request;



Allowing the modification of the declared capacity.

o

The What-if functionality was useful to support the selection of the most suitable
airspace configuration, improving the situational awareness;

o

The accuracy of the mixed demand forecast was considered the most adequate
to perform the planning of the next ATCOs’ shifts in nominal conditions. However,
in non-nominal conditions the most appropriate demand source would be the
CHMI data;
The accuracy of the demand forecast should be improved in the case of nonnominal conditions. Statistical analysis, e.g. data mining, is needed to find traffic
patterns associated to special circumstances (i.e. Christmas, Easter, sport
events, strikes...) which allows a reliable demand profile to be constructed.

o

In nominal conditions, the optimisation of the airspace configuration supported by
a tool and taking into account the number of available human resources allows
increasing the number of flights handled by each sector as well as reducing, or, at
least, maintaining the number of saturation periods (demand over capacity
declared per sector).

o As a conclusion of this economic study it can be confirmed: comparing the
baseline (Daily Operation without the DCM Local Supporting Tool) versus the
operation with the Tool (with the assumptions taken), it will obtain a positive NPV,
meaning the project is feasible in economic terms.


A second aspect is to modify demand. P04.07.07 developed a ‘layered’ concept to
support complexity reduction validated in V2 phase.
The ‘high density airspace’ chosen as the scenario for this complexity reduction
aspect was the UK/Irish airspace that lies to the east of Oceanic airspace. Early
morning arrivals to Europe from North America cluster around their optimum
trajectory and frequently arrive as a bunch, which can interact with first rotation
UK/Irish aircraft, creating traffic of high complexity. The complementary layered
planning concepts, addressed by P04.07.07, were the following:
o

A NATS-developed Oceanic Domestic Interface Manager (ODIM) that provides
the oceanic clearance planner with information to enhance their decision making
in order to reduce the complexity of aircraft departing oceanic airspace;

o

High Level Direct Routing that aims to take advantage of the improved Medium
Term Conflict Detection tools that have been deployed into Swanwick Area
Control Centre (ACC), together with improved Flexible Use of Airspace
procedures. This will increase the lateral separation of aircraft at an earlier stage
into separate over-flight and UK inbound streams. Therefore, High Level Direct
Routing concept permits aircraft overflying the UK to take a more direct track to
their destination, thereby saving fuel and reducing traffic bunching.

o

An Inbound Longitudinal Streaming concept that uses an extended arrival
manager (AMAN) horizon concept developed within SESAR P05.06.04 to provide
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longitudinal streaming of UK arrival flows at an earlier stage. Note that the
P05.06.04 focus is on reducing workload in the TMA and smoothing the arrival
flow whereas P04.07.07 sought to integrate the same concept for a benefit in en
route airspace well before the descent phase.
The following changes/achievements were recorded between the baseline and the
concept solution utilising HLDR plus inbound longitudinal streaming:
1. The number of calculated potential conflicts among flights affected by the
concept reduced by between 0.7% and 5.6%, implying a reduction in
controller workload and complexity.
2. At a concept level, the lateral dispersal of flights leaving oceanic airspace and
taking up direct routing was dependent upon the availability of medium term
conflict detection tools to detect potential conflicts that are now more widely
dispersed.
3. Fuel burn was reduced by an average of 170 kg per overflying aircraft and
312 kgs per inbound aircraft that was subjected to slowing and streaming of
aircraft at altitude, reducing and in some cases eliminating the need for
holding.
With regards to the ODIM concept, the workload and number of conflicts were
improved as follows:
o
o
o
o

A 30% reduction in workload associated with peaks in traffic flow rate
A 5% reduction in workload associated with the relative separation of aircraft
A 20% reduction in conflicts due to altitude distribution of traffic
As well as a 30% reduction in conflicts due to crossing traffic.

However, it should be noted that these benefits from the ODIM concept are
approximate maximum values and are applicable to the workload associated with
oceanic traffic only. The overall sector benefit provided would be highly dependent
on the proportion of overall traffic that is oceanic; it will therefore vary from sector to
sector and throughout the day.
To conclude, it should also be noted that it is not currently known whether these
improvements can be aggregated (V3 activities were not planned for this planning
concept).
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of the document
The purpose of this document is to:


Summarise the results and conclusions relating to the concerned Members’
participation in the Project (publishable summary);



Describe the contribution of the Members to the development of new Standards and
Norms Proposals in the Project;



Describe the contributions made, through the Project, to the roadmap for deployment
activities;



Explain the progress made, through the Project, towards the execution of the ATM
Master Plan;



Provide an overview of the final achievement of the Deliverables and an explanation
of the discrepancies between the planned and the actual work carried out in the
Project;



Provide for each Member involved in the Project, a Project Costs Breakdown Form of
the total Eligible Costs incurred by the Member during the Project, including interest
accrued on the Pre-Financing payments and any other Revenue related to the
Project.



Analyse the lessons learnt at project level.

1.2 Intended readership
Intended audience of the document are:


P04.07.07 Project Members (AENA, NATS, SELEX);



Project Members of the same OFA (P04.03, P04.07.01, P07.05.03, P07.06.05 and
P10.08.01);



Other projects: P05.06.04;



Project Members of the technical project P13.02.03;



Federating Projects: 4.2, 5.2, 6.2 and 7.2 for Consolidation;



Transversal Projects: WPB for architecture and performance modelling and B.4.2
Maintenance of the Target Concept [1].
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2.1 Contributions to the roadmap for deployment activities
The project produced deliverables of V2/V3 maturity and did not contribute to the
deployment phase (v4). This section is therefore not applicable for the project.

2.2 Contribution to standardization
This section is not applicable for this project as its aim was to improve the data provided by
existing tools not involved in standardisation.
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V3 Validation Plan

V3 Validation Plan

To be
assessed

04.07.07.D24

Validation Report

V3 Validation report: This Deliverable will collect the results
obtained by means of the KPI defined, from each validation
exercise conducted. It will also include a final concept
maturity assessment.

To be
assessed

04.07.07.D25

Final OSED

Final OSED

To be
assessed

04.07.07.D26

FINAL SPR

FINAL SPR

To be
assessed

04.07.07.D27

Cost Benefit Analysis

Business Case: The Deliverable evaluates the
project value, which can be qualitative and
quantitative.

To be
assessed

04.07.07.D23

Table 4 - List of Project Deliverables
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5 Total Eligible Costs
This section is based on the Project Costs Breakdown Forms of the eligible costs incurred by project Members
during the project and these will be sent to the SJU separately by each member. The Project Manager should not
complete this section.
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-END OF DOCUMENT-
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